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Abstract
We study N = 2 gauged supergravity with U(1) gauge group coupled to nv vector multi-
plets and find quite general analytic solutions for quarter-BPS black holes with mass, NUT
and dyonic Maxwell charges. The solutions we find have running scalar fields and flow in the
IR region to a horizon geometry of the form AdS2 × Σg.
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1 Introduction
Black holes in AdS space have been studied in great detail within the context of holography [1].
The supersymmetric black holes provide a laboratory where we can hope to examine the statistical
underpinnings of the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy [2]. In this work we continue the study of such
objects within the context of N = 2 gauged supergravity in four dimensions by considering static
AdS4 black holes with a non-vanishing NUT charge and where the scalar fields take non-trivial
profiles.
The canonical example of AdS4-NUT black holes can be found from a limit of the Plebanski-
Demianski solution [3] and its supersymmetric structure has been studied by embedding this
family of solutions into minimal gauged supergravity [4, 5, 6]. In these solutions the scalar fields
are constant and obtaining generalizations to include analytic solutions for non-constant scalar
fields has proved to be somewhat non-trivial.
For black holes with constant scalars, there are two branches of BPS solutions, preserving one-
quarter and one-half of the supersymmetry [4]. More precisely they preserve two and four real
supercharges respectively. When the horizon has positive curvature, i.e. Σg = S
2, this has been
shown to agree with preservation of the supersymmetry on the boundary theory [6].
When the NUT charge vanishes, the half-BPS solutions are electrically charged and have naked
singularities while the quarter-BPS solutions can be regular if the horizon is taken to have constant
negative curvature, more precisely Σg = H
2/Γ for some discrete group Γ ⊂ SL(2,R). The half-
BPS solutions with vanishing NUT charge admit a generalization to allow for running scalars
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which are also purely electrically charged1 with naked singularities and are known as the superstar
geometries [7]. However, the quarter-BPS solutions can be generalized to include running scalars
where regular solutions can be obtained, the first such analytic solutions were purely magnetically
charged and were found in the STU-model by Cacciatori and Klemm2 [10]. They can be regular for
all values of the horizon curvature κ and this was generalized to arbitrary symmetric very special
Ka¨hler manifolds in [11]. In [12, 13] solutions with particular electric and magnetic charges were
shown to be obtained by symmetry from the solutions of [10, 11]. Finally the analytic quarter-BPS
solution with arbitrary electric and magnetic charges was obtained in [14]. These quarter BPS
solutions have admitted generalizations to the non-BPS sector in [15, 16, 17, 18] and in fact a very
general solution for static non-BPS AdS4 black holes in the STU-model was found in [19]. It is
currently not understood how the solutions of [19] are related to the known quarter-BPS solutions;
since AdS black holes allow for scalar hair and thus fixing the electromagnetic charges does not
uniquely specify a solution, it is not known whether the BPS limit of the solutions in [19] are
equivalent to the black holes of [10, 12, 14].
With non-vanishing NUT charge, one particular family of quarter-BPS black holes with running
scalars and purely magnetic charges has been found in the F = −X0X1 model [20]. In the current
work we present a very general analytic solution for Fayet-Iliopoulos (FI) gauged supergravity
theories where the scalar manifold Mv is a symmetric very special Ka¨hler manifold. Our ansatz
allows for electric and magnetic charges which are then constrained only by the supersymmetry
conditions. Our methods are a continuation of those employed in [14, 21] and the solutions we
find also have IR regions which are AdS2 ×Σg for an arbitrary genus Riemann surface. When the
NUT charge vanishes, all BPS black holes have such an IR region but with non-zero NUT charge
the constant scalar black hole can have more general IR boundary conditions. It is plausible that
there are supersymmetric AdS4-NUT solutions with running scalars and IR regions different from
AdS2×Σg but these would most likely be horizon-free, we do not find such solutions in the current
work.
From purely local considerations, the addition of NUT charge is quite natural since it preserves
an SU(2) symmetry. Nonetheless one should recall that AdS-NUT is plagued by closed timelike
curves unless κ = −1 (see [22] for a recent discussion), nonetheless there has recently been some
interesting work on understanding AdS-NUT from the dual fluid [23, 24, 25]. Another useful
avenue to make use of the bulk NUT charge is to continue the solutions to Euclidean signature
and compare with localization computations in the dual three dimensional CFT. Indeed this is our
main motivation for the current work, namely to study these black holes holographically through
an embedding into M-theory where the dual CFT is known. When Mv =
[
SU(1, 1)/U(1)
]3
and
for a particular choice of gauging parameters, this theory is known to be a truncation of eleven-
dimensional supergravity on S7. For such models, our black holes correspond to the holographic
dual of the ABJM theory [26] on curved manifolds M3. We work in Lorentzian signature but the
Euclidean continuation contains solutions dual to ABJM on Seifert spaces (given by a U(1) bundle
over Σg), including the Lens spaces S
3/ZN , where supersymmetry has been preserved by twisting
1When loosely discussing this previous work we refer to electric and magnetic charges with respect to the
symplectic frame where the STU-model described in appendix A.3 has prepotential F = −2i
√
X0X1X2X3. We
will be much more precise in the bulk of the text.
2see [8, 9] for further analysis of these solutions.
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the theory with respect to a general U(1) ⊂ SU(4)R × U(1)R. From an N = 2 point of view this
includes flavour as well as R-symmetries. We will return to this holographic study in a future
publication.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we revisit the constant scalar black hole in
AdS4-NUT and analyze the root structure of gtt for the two BPS branches of solutions. In section
3 we introduce the ansatz and the form of the BPS equations which we will utilize. These BPS
equations are derived in appendix B. In section 4 we will discuss some generalities about the ansatz
emphasizing the root structure of the gtt component of the metric. In section 5 we present the
basic class of our solutions which are then generalized in section 6. In section 7 we present the
well known constant scalar solution in our notations. Most of the calculations are relegated to the
appendices.
2 Motivation From the Constant Scalar Black Hole
Before commencing the analysis of AdS4 black holes with NUT charge and running scalars, we
revisit the AdS4-NUT black holes in Einstein-Maxwell theory. The metric is given by
ds2 =
e2V
r2 +N2
(dt+ 2Nf˜(θ)dφ)2 − r
2 +N2
e2V
dr2 − (r2 +N2)[dθ2 + f 2(θ)dφ2] (2.1)
e2V = g2(r2 +N2)2 + (κ+ 4g2N2)(r2 −N2)− 2Mr + P 2 +Q2 (2.2)
where the familiar three possible horizon geometries Σg are considered
3:
f(θ) =

sin θ S2 (κ = 1)
1 R2 (κ = 0)
sinh θ H2 (κ = −1)
and f˜(θ) =

f ′(θ) S2 (κ = 1)
θ R2 (κ = 0)
f ′(θ) H2 (κ = −1)
. (2.3)
The gauge field is given by
At =
Qr −NP
r2 +N2
, Aφ =
f
[
P (r2 −N2) + 2NQr]
r2 +N2
. (2.4)
For κ = 0, 1 AdS-NUT and thus also asymptotically AdS-NUT solutions have closed time-
like curves in addition to the Dirac-Misner string [27]. For κ = −1 there is a claim [22] that
there exists a upper bound on N , below which the solution will be free of closed time-like curves.
We proceed nonetheless with a view towards ultimately continuing our solutions to Euclidean
space. In this section we analyze the root structure of (2.2) in order to understand the possible
supersymmetric horizons we should expect in our solutions with running scalars in the following
sections. In particular we compute the conditions for e2V to have real roots while also preserving
supersymmetry.
Romans initiated the study of the supersymmetry properties of these asymptotically AdS so-
lutions [28] with vanishing NUT charge by using the canonical embedding of Einstein-Maxwell
3Our solutions admit an SL(2,R) symmetry which acts on the horizon co-ordinates (θ, φ) and when N 6= 0 on
the time direction t, thus one can quotient R2,H2 by a discrete subgroup to obtain a compact horizon.
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theory into minimal gauged supergravity [29]. He found two classes of BPS solutions, preserving
one half or one quarter supersymmetry:
Vanishing NUT Charge [28]
1
4
− BPS : M = 0 P = ± 1
2g
1
2
− BPS : M = |Q| P = 0
(2.5)
The half BPS solution has a naked singularity for any κ and is sometimes referred to as a superstar
[30]. The quarter BPS solution has a naked singularity in general but for κ = −1 and Q = 0 it
has an extremal horizon of the form AdS2 ×H2 [31] and thus may be called a black hole.
This was generalized to include NUT charge and arbitrary κ in [4] where the two classes of
BPS black holes were found to satisfy the following relations amongst their parameters:
Non− Vanishing NUT Charge [4]
1
4
− BPS : M = |2gNQ| P = ±κ+4g2N2
2g
1
2
− BPS : M = |Q√κ+ 4g2N2| P = ±N√κ+ 4g2N2 (2.6)
with both (N,Q) unconstrained.
The root structure of e2V simplifies on these two BPS solution branches. With
e2V = g2(r − r+1 )(r − r−1 )(r − r+2 )(r − r−2 ) (2.7)
we find
1
4
− BPS
 r
±
1 = −i
[
N ± 1√
2 g
√
4g2N2 − 2igQ+ κ
]
r±2 = i
[
N ± 1√
2 g
√
4g2N2 + 2igQ+ κ
] (2.8)
1
2
− BPS
 r
±
1 = − i2g
[√
κ+ 4g2N2 ±√8g2N2 − 4igQ+ κ]
r±2 =
i
2g
[√
κ + 4g2N2 ±√8g2N2 + 4igQ+ κ] (2.9)
For the quarter-BPS branch, a real root of e2V requires
Q2 = −2N2(2g2N2 + κ) (2.10)
which clearly implies κ = −1. Then the quarter-BPS branch of solutions has an extremal horizon
at
r−1 = r
−
2 =
√
1− κ− 4g2N2
2
√
2 g
. (2.11)
which for is manifestly positive. Interestingly, according to the criteria of [22] solutions with
κ = −1 and 0 ≤ 2g2N2 ≤ 1 are free from closed time-like curves.
For the half-BPS branch, reality of the magnetic charge requires κ+4g2N2 > 0 but then a real
zero of e2V requires
Q2 = −N2(4g2N2 + κ) (2.12)
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which is a contradiction. We conclude that for the half BPS branch with N 6= 0, space-time
continues through r = 0 where nothing shrinks, to negative r. This may be contrasted with the
analysis in Euclidean space in [6] where the Euclidean solutions have single roots and thus bolts in
the interior. The quantitative difference in the root structure of Lorentzian and Euclidean solutions
is due to the analytic continuation of N when passing between the two signatures.
In the next sections we will find analytic solutions for AdS4-NUT black holes with running
scalar fields and by construction these have double roots in e2V . This seems to be a physically
reasonable construction since a black hole with a single root of e2V would have a finite temperature,
we expect supersymmetric black holes to be extremal. In principle there should exist solutions to
the black hole ansatz we will use which have no horizons at all (no real roots of e2V ), these will
prove to be beyond our analysis. We restrict our analysis to quarter-BPS solutions, leaving the
analysis of half-BPS solutions to future work.
3 Symplectic Covariant BPS Equations
In this section we present the ansatz and supersymmetry equations for the AdS4-NUT black holes
we consider. In general, the NUT charge provides a source for the Maxwell fields, with some effort
we can recast the supersymmetry equations in terms of the conserved Maxwell charges. While the
derivation of the supersymmetry equations is presented in appendix B, we have tried to present
enough material here to orient the reader and set up notation, the key result is the final form of
the equations (3.28) which is valid when Mv is a symmetric very special Ka¨hler manifold. The
symplectic covariant framework we employ is heavily influenced by [9], we have found that solving
for general models in this formalism is more tractable than choosing a particular model in the
formalism with just electric gaugings.
3.1 The Black Hole Ansatz
In this subsection we describe the ansatz we use for the metric, gauge fields and scalars. The
metric is
ds2 = e2U (dt+ 2Nf˜(θ)dφ)2 − e−2Udr2 − e2(V −U)[dθ2 + f 2(θ)dφ2] (3.1)
where the possible horizon geometries Σg we consider are the same as in (2.3)
4.
The gauge field is given by
AΛ = q˜Λdt− κPΛf ′dφ ⇒ FΛ = q˜′Λdr ∧ (dt+ 2Nf ′dφ) + PΛfdθ ∧ dφ , Λ = 0, . . . , nv
and the complex scalar fields depend only on the radial co-ordinate r:
zi = zi(r) , i = 1, . . . , nv . (3.2)
4The case of κ = 0 is somewhat independent, we will work through the text with κ = ±1 but one can easily
check that our final equations (B.57)-(B.63) are valid for κ = 0 as well. We will be somewhat more precise at the
end of appendix B.
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As is quite standard in N = 2 supergravity, we package the scalar fields into sections of an
Sp(2nv + 2,R)-bundle over the scalar manifold Mv
V =
(
LΛ
MΛ
)
= eK/2
(
XΛ
FΛ
)
(3.3)
where K(zi, zı) is the Ka¨hler potential on Mv. For the black hole solutions we study, the expres-
sions for V are simpler than for the scalar fields themselves. The dual gauge field strength is given
by
GΛ ≡ RΛΣFΣ − IΛΣ ∗ FΣ , (3.4)
we then make a symplectic vector out of the gauge fields as follows:
Q̂ =
(
PΛ
QΛ
)
, QΛ = −IΛΣq˜′Σe2(V −U) + PΣRΛΣ . (3.5)
As we will see in the next subsection, Q̂ does not contain the conserved Maxwell charges but is
sourced by the NUT charge.
The supergravity theories we consider are also specified by a symplectic vector of gauging
parameters
G =
(
gΛ
gΛ
)
. (3.6)
One can always find a symplectic frame where the gaugings are all electric (gΛ = 0) and thus
the gravitino is minimally coupled to electric gauge fields but we will work in a formalism which
preserves the symplectic covariance and thus we allow for both electric and magnetic gauging
parameters. Note that the sections V are not invariant under symplectic transformations so if one
would insist on having electric gauge couplings, one would need to allow for a much more general
form of the sections. Exactly as in [21, 14], in this work our strategy is to consider sections V
which come from a cubic prepotential and allow for dyonic gauge couplings.
3.2 The Supersymmetry Equations
In this subsection we present the form of the supersymmetry equations which we will solve. This
involves specializing Mv to be a symmetric very special Ka¨hler manifold5.
For the quarter-BPS solutions we study, the supersymmetry parameter is given by
ǫA = e
(U+iψ)/2ǫ0A (3.7)
where ǫ0A is an SU(2) doublet of constant spinors and the following two projectors are enforced:
ǫ0A = iǫABγ
0ǫB0 , (3.8)
ǫ0A = −(σ3) BA γ01ǫ0B . (3.9)
5This means thatMv is a special Ka¨hler manifold with cubic prepotential F = −dijk XiXjXkX0 and in addition is
a symmetric space.
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Both (U, ψ) are functions of the radial co-ordinate only and thus the spinors ǫA are independent
of the co-ordinates on the horizon Σg.
The symplectic covariant form of the equations is a generalization of [9] to include NUT charge.
Much as in [14] where the NUT charge was zero, we find that this form of the BPS equations leads
fairly directly to a solution. There are two symplectic vectors worth of equations
2e2V ∂r
[
Im
(
e−iψe−UV)] = [8e2(V−U)Re(e−iψL)+ 4NκeU]Re(e−iψV)+ Q̂ − e2(V−U)ΩMG
(3.10)
2∂r
[
Re(eUe−iψV)] = e2(U−V )ΩMQ̂+ G (3.11)
but since ReV and ImV are not independent, neither are (3.10)-(3.11). Indeed (3.10) has 2nv + 2
real components from which one can extract equations for the nv complex scalar fields, the spinor
phase ψ and the metric function U . Nonetheless the form of (3.11) is quite useful as we will see
below.
There is an equation for the metric function V
∂r
(
eV
)
= 2eV−U Im
(
e−iψL) (3.12)
and the symplectic covariant form of Maxwell’s equations is
∂rQ̂ = −2Nκe2(U−V )ΩMQ̂ . (3.13)
In addition one must impose the single real constraint
0 = Nκe3U−2V + Re(e−iψL) + e2(U−V )Im(e−iψẐ) (3.14)
where
Ẑ = 〈Q̂,V〉 , L = 〈G,V〉 (3.15)
as well as the BPS-Dirac quantization condition
〈G, Q̂+ 4NκeURe(e−iψV)〉 = κ . (3.16)
From (3.10) and (3.14) one could derive the following form of the differential equation for the phase
ψ′ + Ar = −2e−URe(e−iψL)−Nκe2(U−V ) (3.17)
but this is not an independent equation and we will not use this further in our analysis.
When the NUT charge is non-zero, N 6= 0, then using Maxwell’s equation (3.13) we can
integrate (3.11) to find
2Re(eUe−iψV) = − 1
2Nκ
Q̂+ Gr − 1
2Nκ
Q (3.18)
where we have introduced a symplectic vector of integration constants
Q =
(
pΛ
qΛ
)
(3.19)
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which we recognize as the conserved Maxwell charges. The Dirac quantization condition then
becomes independent of the NUT charge:
〈G,Q〉 = −κ (3.20)
and we can transform (3.10) into an equation which depends on the constants Q instead of Q̂:
2e2V ∂r
[
Im
(
e−iψe−UV)] = 8e2(V −U)Re(e−iψL)Re(e−iψV)+ 2NGr −Q− e2(V −U)ΩMG .
(3.21)
3.3 Symmetric Scalar Manifolds
We find that (3.21) is not yet an optimal form of the equations since it involves ReV as well as
ImV, not to mention the somewhat complicated field-dependent matrix M. Recall that V has
2nv + 2 complex components but there are only nv complex fields z
i, so we do not need to solve
individually for both ReV and ImV. When Mv is symmetric we can make significant further
progress on these equations, namely we can use an identity for any symplectic vector A [14, 13] :
I ′4(A, ImV, ImV) = 4〈A, ImV〉ImV + 8〈A,ReV〉ReV − ΩMA (3.22)
and find that (3.21) becomes
2eV ∂r
(
Im V˜) = I ′4(G, Im V˜, Im V˜) + 2NκGr −Q (3.23)
where we have introduced a complex rescaling of the sections
V˜ = e−iψeV−UV . (3.24)
Happily (3.23) now depends only on Im V˜ and not Re V˜
The constraint (3.14) requires some further manipulation to eliminate the dependence on Re V˜
and to express it in terms of Q as opposed to Q̂. Using (3.18),(3.21) as well as the identity
Re V˜ = −1
3
e2(U−V )I ′4(V˜, V˜, V˜) (3.25)
and the contraction of (3.23) with Im V˜
2eV 〈Im V˜, ∂rIm V˜〉 = I ′4(G, Im V˜ , Im V˜, Im V˜)− 2Nκr〈G, Im V˜〉+ 〈Q, Im V˜〉 , (3.26)
we find that (3.14) can be re-written as
0 = 3NκeV + 2eV 〈Im V˜, ∂r(Im V˜)〉 − 4Nκr〈G, Im V˜〉+ 2〈Q, Im V˜〉 . (3.27)
In summary, at this point in the analysis we must solve (3.12),(3.23) and (3.27) for V˜ and eV ,
from this we can extract the solution for the metric, scalar fields, gauge fields and supersymmetry
parameter. On this solution space we then must impose the BPS-Dirac quantization condition
9
which will be important for regularity of any given solution. For convenience we summarize here
our final form of the BPS equations:
2eV ∂r
(
Im V˜) = I ′4(G, Im V˜, Im V˜) + 2NκGr −Q
∂r
(
eV
)
= 2〈G, Im V˜〉
3NκeV = −2eV 〈Im V˜, ∂r(Im V˜)〉+ 4Nκr〈G, Im V˜〉 − 2〈Q, Im V˜〉
〈G,Q〉 = −κ
(3.28)
We repeat here that these are valid for κ = ±1, to get the equations for κ = 0 one must send
Nκ→ N and then κ→ 0.
4 Generalities Regarding the IR Geometry
The central point of the ansatz we use to solve (3.28) is that, motivated by the constant scalar
solution, e2V is taken to be a quartic polynomial in r:
e2V =
4∑
i=0
vir
i . (4.1)
The various possible branches of solutions could then be classified by their root structure:
triple root : v0 = v1 = v2 = 0
pair of double roots : v0 = v1 = 0 , v3 = 2
√
v2v4
single double root : v0 = v1 = 0
two pairs of conjugate roots : v3 = 0
at least two real roots : v0 = 0
(4.2)
When e2V has a real double root, we can move this root to zero through a shift in the radial
co-ordinate, this sets v0 = v1 = 0. Having a second double root then sets v3 = 2
√
v2v4. The IR
behavior around r = 0 is then an exact AdS2 ×Σg geometry with radii (R1, R2) respectively. The
metric functions evaluate at the horizon to
e2V ∼ r2v2 , e2(V −U) ∼ R22 ⇒ v2 =
R2
R1
. (4.3)
We note that a metric of the form
ds24 = −
r2
R21
(dt+ 2N cos θdφ)2 +
R21dr
2
r2
+R22dΣ
2
g (4.4)
approaches AdS2 × Σg in the limit
r → ǫr , t→ t/ǫ , ǫ→ 0 . (4.5)
With vanishing NUT charge, the solutions of [10, 11] have a pair of double roots and in the
symplectic frame where the gauge couplings are electric, the charges are purely magnetic. We will
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find below, the generalization of these solutions to include NUT charge but with N 6= 0 a pair of
double roots allows for dyonic charges.
The solutions of [14] have just a single double root and this appears to exhaust the possibilities
when the NUT charge vanishes. We will also find the generalization of solutions with this root
structure to include NUT charge.
As reviewed in section 2, the constant scalar solution with electric-magnetic charges and NUT
charge has a quarter-BPS branch where there are no real roots. For such solutions, one cannot
use the shift freedom in r to set v0 = 0 but instead one can set v3 = 0. We will find this constant
scalar solution with no real roots within our ansatz but its generalizations to running scalars will
prove to be beyond our reach, that is not to say they do not exist. One can also quite easily rule
out the possibility of a quarter-BPS black hole with a triple root, although as found in [28] there
are such non-BPS examples (referred to there as ultracold black holes).
5 Pair of Double Roots
When there is a pair of double roots our ansatz is:
e2V = r2
(
v4r
2 + 2
√
v2v4r + v2
)
, (5.1)
Im V˜ = 1
ǫ
√
2〈G, A1〉
A1 + rA3 (5.2)
where (A1, A3) are symplectic vectors which we must determine and we include a sign ǫ = ±1
to keep track of both branches of the square root. The IR and UV asymptotics completely fix
the solution, the BPS equations then over-constrain this ansatz and for a solution to exist there
must be significant cancellation. We have introduced this particular normalization of A1 to make
contact with expressions elsewhere.
We first solve the second equation of (3.28) to get
√
v2 = ǫ
√
2〈G, A1〉 , √v4 = 〈G, A3〉 . (5.3)
and then expand the BPS equations (3.23) in r to get:
0 = I ′4(G, A3, A3)− 2〈G, A3〉A3 (5.4)
0 = I ′4(G, A1, A3)− 2〈G, A1〉A3 +Nκǫ
√
2〈G, A1〉 G (5.5)
0 = I ′4(G, A1, A1)− 2〈G, A1〉Q . (5.6)
The constraint (3.27) is also expanded and we get
0 =
√
2〈A1, A3〉 −Nκǫ〈G, A1〉1/2 (5.7)
0 =
√
2Nκǫ〈G, A1〉3/2 + 〈G, A3〉〈Q, A1〉+ 2〈G, A1〉
(〈Q, A3〉+ 〈A1, A3〉) (5.8)
0 = 〈Q, A1〉 (5.9)
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All the free parameters are fixed by the UV and IR asymptotics. From the UV we get 6
A3 =
I ′4(G)
4I4(G)1/4 , v4 =
√
I4(G) , (5.10)
where we have appealed to [21] to fix the normalization of A3. The solution for A1, found from the
IR equation (5.6), is the same as in [14]. In deriving this we have made use of various identities
for the quartic invariant which can be found in appendix C:
A1 = a1I
′
4(G,G,G) + a2I ′4(G,G,Q) + a3I ′4(G,Q,Q) + a4I ′4(Q,Q,Q) (5.11)
with
a1 = −a3I4(G,Q,Q,Q)
3I4(G,G,G,Q) (5.12)
a2 =
a3
6
I4(G,G,G,Q)I4(G,Q,Q,Q)2
I4(G,G,G,Q)2I4(Q)− I4(G)I4(G,Q,Q,Q)2
(5.13)
a3 =
9
(
I4(G,Q,Q,Q)I4(G)− I4(G,G,G,Q)I4(Q)
)
I4(G,Q,Q,Q)I4(G,Q,Q,Q)
(〈I ′4(G,G,G), I ′4(Q,Q,Q)〉+ κI4(G,G,Q,Q)) (5.14)
a4 = −a2I4(G,G,G,Q)
3I4(G,Q,Q,Q) . (5.15)
In particular one should note that in deriving (5.12)-(5.15), as a computational tool we have
enforced the constraint
0 = 4I4(G,G,G,Q)2I4(Q) + 4I4(G,Q,Q,Q)2I4(G)− I4(G,G,G,Q)I4(G,G,Q,Q)I4(G,Q,Q,Q)
(5.16)
by solving it for I4(G,G,Q,Q). This constraint was first derived in [21] as a BPS condition for
quarter-BPS AdS2 × Σg vacua which we find here in the IR. Since the constraint is independent
of the radius, it should be imposed on the whole black hole solution.
The effect of the NUT charge is through (5.5) as well as the constraints (5.7) and (5.8). We
find that these three equations are redundant and there is a single non-trivial constraint on the
system:
Nκǫ = −I4(G,G,G,Q)
2I4(G,Q,Q,Q)
144
√
2 I4(G)1/4
×√
18〈G,Q〉I4(G,G,Q,Q)− 〈I ′4(Q,Q,Q), I ′4(G,G,G)〉√(
I4(G)I4(G,Q,Q,Q)2 − I4(G,G,G,Q)2I4(Q)
)2
+ 16I4(G,G,G,Q)3I4(G,Q,Q,Q)3
.(5.17)
When N = 0 then (5.17) is solved by I4(G,Q,Q,Q) = I4(G,G,G,Q) = 0 and the solutions
reduce to those in [10, 11, 13].
6We will economize a little and at times use I4(G) and I ′4(G) instead of I4(G,G,G,G) and I ′4(G,G,G). See
appendix A.2 for the conversion factors
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5.1 Example: T3 Model
We now write down a non-trivial example by restricting to the T3 model7 and allowing for dy-
onic charges. One might first try to find the solution with the same charges (p1, q0) = (0, 0) as
Cacciatori-Klemm solution [10] but we find quite straight-forwardly that this requires N = 0 and
thus does not admit a generalization with NUT charge.
5.1.1 p1 = 0
For simplicity, such that the resulting expressions are not too cumbersome, we set p1 = 0. We can
solve the constraint (5.16) with
q0 =
(p0 − q1)3/2√
2p0
(5.18)
then the imaginary parts of the sections are given by
Im V˜0 = ǫp
0
√
g
√
5p0 + 3q1
+
g2r√
2
, Im V˜ i = ǫ
√
p0
√
p0 − q1√
8g
√
5p0 + 3q1
(5.19)
Im V˜0 = ǫ(2p
0 + q1)
√
p0 − q1√
8g
√
p0
√
5p0 + 3q1
, Im V˜i = ǫ(p
0 + q1)
2
√
g
√
5p0 + 3q1
+
g2r√
2
. (5.20)
and the metric components are given by
e2V = r2
[
2
√
2 g3 r + ǫ
√
g
√
5p0 + 3q1
]2
. (5.21)
The NUT charge is given by the relation
Nκǫ =
g3/2
2
√
p0
(p0 − q1)3/2√
5p0 + 3q1
(5.22)
and the BPS Dirac quantization condition is
− κ = g(p0 + 3q1) . (5.23)
When ǫ = +1, the horizon is at r = 0 and we find that regular solutions exist for both κ = ±1.
When ǫ = −1 the horizon is at
r =
√
5p0 + 3q1
g5/2
√
8
(5.24)
and for the absence of zeros in Im V˜ we need
g(p0 + 3q1) > 0 (5.25)
which implies κ = −1.
7we refer to the T3 model as the STU-model of appendix A.3 with p1 = p2 = p3 and q1 = q2 = q3 as well as the
sections L1 = L2 = L3 and M1 =M2 =M3.
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5.2 Constant Scalar Solution
One can observe the limit p1 = q0 which gives the constant scalar solution. The combination of
constant scalar fields and a pair of double roots in eV forces N = 0 and as is well-known we have
a hyperbolic horizon κ = −1. The solution data is given by
Im V˜0 = Im V˜i = 1
2
√
2 g
[
2g3r +
√
p0g
]
, (5.26)
Im V˜0 = Im V˜i = 0 (5.27)
and the metric components are
e2V = 2
√
2r2
[
g3 r +
√
p0g
]2
(5.28)
e2(V −U) =
1
g
[
2g3r +
√
p0g
]2
. (5.29)
5.3 F = −X0X1
We can write quite explicitly the solution when
p0 = −q1 , p1 = q0 , p3 = p2 , q3 = q2 (5.30)
which is equivalent to considering the prepotential
F = −X0X1 (5.31)
and allowing for four arbitrary charges8. The solution to the constraint (5.16) is taken to be
p0 =
p2q0
q2
(5.32)
and we then find the following data:
(A0)
0 = −(A0)1 = − q2(p
2 − q0)2
2((p2)2 + q22)(p
2q0 + q
2
2)(q
2
0 + q
2
2)
× (5.33)[
(q20 − q22)2q22 + (p2)2(q20 + 4q0q2 + q22) + 2q2p2(2q22 − q0q2)
]
(5.34)
(A0)
2 = −(A0)3 = p
2(p2 − q0)2q0q2
((p2)2 + q22)(q
2
0 + q
2
2)
(5.35)
(A0)0 = −(A0)1 = (p
2 − q0)q32
((p2)2 + q22)(q
2
0 + q
2
2)
(5.36)
(A0)2 = −(A0)3 = − q2(p
2 − q0)2
2((p2)2 + q22)(p
2q0 + q22)(q
2
0 + q
2
2)
× (5.37)[
(q20 + q
2
2)
2(p2)2 + 2p2q2(q
2
2 − 2q20) + q22(q20 − 4q0q2 + q22)
]
(5.38)
8Since this model is seen as a truncation from the STU model we can use our formulas for cubic prepotentials
even if the prepotential is quadratic.
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The NUT charge is given by
Nκ = − g
3/2
q2(q2 − q0) + p2(q0 + q2)
√
−((p
2)2 + q22)(p
2q0 + q
2
2)(q
2
0 + q
2
2)
2q2
(5.39)
and the metric components can be obtained from
v2 = (q0 − p2)
√
−2gq2
[
(p2)2q20 + 4p
2(p2 − q0)q0q2 + ((p2)2 + q22)q22 + 4(p2 − q0)q32 + q42
]
(p2)2 + q22)(p
2q0 + q
2
2)(q
2
0 + q
2
2)
(5.40)
and
v4 =
√
8g3 . (5.41)
6 Single Double Root
Only a single double root is required in e2V in order to have an AdS2 × Σg vacuum in the IR but
this more general solution is somewhat more complicated. We found that in order to have a pair of
double roots, there is a relation between the NUT charge and the electro-magnetic charges (5.17),
we find that there is no such constraint when requiring a single double root. The only constraint
is that for AdS2 × Σg vacua (5.16).
We take the same ansatz as in [14]:
e2V = r2
(
v2 + v3r + v4r
2
)
(6.1)
Im V˜ = e−V Â (6.2)
Â =
[
A1r + A2r
2 + A3r
3
]
(6.3)
where Ai are constant symplectic vectors whose dependence on G and Q we seek to determine.
We first solve (B.59) with
vi+1 =
4
i+ 1
〈G, Ai〉 , i = 2, 3, 4 . (6.4)
The symplectic vector of BPS equations (3.23) is then
2e2V Â′ − (e2V )′Â = I ′4(G, Â, Â) + e2V (2NGr −Q) (6.5)
which breaks up into five components from different powers of r:
0 = I ′4(G, A3, A3)− 2〈G, A3〉A3 (6.6)
0 = I ′4(G, A2, A3) +Nκ〈G, A3〉G − 2〈G,A2〉A3 (6.7)
0 = 2I ′4(G, A1, A3) + I ′4(G, A2, A2)− 8〈G, A1〉A3 − 〈G, A3〉Q+ 2〈G, A3〉A1 +
4
3
〈G, A2〉
(
2G − A2
)
(6.8)
0 = I ′4(G, A1, A2) + 2〈G, A1〉
(
NκG − A2
)
+ 〈G, A2〉
(
A1 −Q
)
(6.9)
0 = I ′4(G, A1, A1)− 2〈G, A1〉Q . (6.10)
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We also need to the expansion of the single real constraint (3.27):
O(r4) : 0 = 2〈A2, A3〉 −Nκ〈G, A3〉 (6.11)
O(r3) : 0 = 2〈A1, A3〉+ 〈Q, A3〉 (6.12)
O(r2) : 0 = 〈A1, A2〉+Nκ〈G, A1〉+ 〈Q, A2〉 (6.13)
O(r1) : 0 = 2〈Q, A1〉 . (6.14)
Note that once again, the highest order in r components of (6.5) is independent of the NUT charge
and therefore the solution for A3 can be taken from [14]:
A3 =
1
4
I ′4(G)√
I4(G)
, v4 =
1
R2AdS4
=
√
I4(G) . (6.15)
We solve these equations with the ansatz
A1 = a1I
′
4(G,G,G) + a2I ′4(G,Q,Q) + a3I ′4(G,Q,Q) + a4I ′4(Q,Q,Q) (6.16)
A2 = b1I
′
4(G,G,G) + b2I ′4(G,Q,Q) + b3I ′4(G,Q,Q) + b4I ′4(Q,Q,Q) (6.17)
where {ai, bj} are real constants with non-trivial dependence on (G,Q). The solution proceeds
in much the same manner as in the work [14] where the solution was found for N = 0. The IR
conditions which give ai in terms of (G,Q) are the same we obtained for the case when e2V had a
pair of double roots and are thus given by (5.12)-(5.15).
Then from (6.9) we find the solution for {b1, b2, b4} in terms of b3:
b1 =
b3I4(Q)I4(G,G,G,Q)
3I4(G)I4(G,Q,Q,Q) −
2b3I4(G,Q,Q,Q)
3I4(G,G,G,Q)
+
b3κI4(G,G,G,Q)I4(G,Q,Q,Q)2
54I4(G)Π3 +
NκI4(G,Q,Q,Q)2
18Π3
(6.18)
b2 =
I4(G,G,G,Q)
(
6NI4(G)I4(Q)− b3Π2
)
6I4(G)Π3 (6.19)
b4 = −
I4(G,Q,Q,Q)
(
3NI4(G) + b3I4(G,G,G,Q)κ
)
9Π3
(6.20)
Finally from (6.8) we solve for b3 and find the rather lengthy expression
b3 =
bn
bd
where the numerator and denominator are given by
bn = 6NκI4(G)I4(G,G,G,Q)I4(G,Q,Q,Q)2〈I4(G,G,G), I4(Q,Q,Q)〉Π7
+3
[
− I4(G)3/2I4(G,G,G,Q)I4(G,Q,Q,Q)Π23Π8
[
− 18I4(G)Π23
+(κ+ 4N2I4(G)1/2)I4(G,G,G,Q)1/2I4(G,Q,Q,Q)Π5
−8N2I4(G)3/2
[
144κI4(Q)2I4(G,G,G,Q)2 − κI4(G,G,G,Q)I4(G,Q,Q,Q)3
+72I4(Q)I4(G,Q,Q,Q)Π6
]]]1/2
(6.21)
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and
bd = 8I4(G)
[
I4(G,G,G,Q)
[
2κI4(Q)I4(G,G,G,Q)2(144I4(Q)2I4(G,G,G,Q)− I4(G,Q,Q,Q)3)
+I4(G,G,G,Q)I4(G,Q,Q,Q)(288I4(Q)2I4(G,G,G,Q)− I4(G,Q,Q,Q)3)〈I4(G,G,G), I4(Q,Q,Q)〉
+90κI4(Q)I4(G,G,G,Q)I4(G,Q,Q,Q)2〈I4(G,G,G), I4(Q,Q,Q)〉2
+9I4(G,Q,Q,Q)3〈I4(G,G,G), I4(Q,Q,Q)〉3
]
+ 18κI4(G)I4(G,Q,Q,Q)2Π3
]
−4κI4(G,G,G,Q)3I4(G,Q,Q,Q)Π5 (6.22)
We have used the notation
Π1 = I4(G,Q,Q,Q)〈I ′4(G), I ′4(Q)〉+ 2κI4(G,G,G,Q)I4(Q) , (6.23)
Π2 = I4(G,G,G,Q)〈I ′4(G), I ′4(Q)〉+ 2κI4(G,Q,Q,Q)I4(Q) (6.24)
Π3 = I4(G,Q,Q,Q)〈I ′4(G), I ′4(Q)〉+ 4κI4(G,G,G,Q)I4(Q) , (6.25)
Π4 = 2κI4(Q)I4(G,G,G,Q)2 + I4(G,Q,Q,Q)Π1 (6.26)
Π5 = I4(G,Q,Q,Q)〈I ′4(G), I ′4(Q)〉+ 2κI4(G,G,G,Q)I4(Q) , (6.27)
Π6 = I4(G,G,G,Q)〈I ′4(G), I ′4(Q)〉+ 2κI4(G,Q,Q,Q)I4(G) , (6.28)
Π7 = 2κI4(G)I4(G,Q,Q,Q)2 + I4(G,G,G,Q)Π5 (6.29)
Π8 = 2κI4(G)I4(G,G,G,Q)2 + I4(G,Q,Q,Q)Π6 . (6.30)
These expression are fairly lengthy but in fact their derivation in Mathematica starting from
(6.6)-(6.14) is quite straightforward when using the identities in appendix A.3 of [14]. The N → 0
limit of these expressions agrees with those found in [14].
7 Four Independent Roots
While extremal black holes necessarily have a double real root in e2V , more general configurations
are possible. For example we could have one or two pairs of complex conjugate roots. A natural
ansatz for such solutions is
e2V = v0 + v1r + v2r
2 + v4r
4 (7.1)
Im V˜ = e−V Â (7.2)
Â =
[
A0 + A1r + A2r
2 + A3r
3
]
. (7.3)
We have used a shift symmetry in r to set v3 = 0 but one cannot in general use a real shift in r to
set v0 = 0.
An example of such solutions is the constant scalar asymptotically AdS4 solution of section 2,
corresponding to the STU-model with
p0 = qi = P , q0 = −pi = Q . (7.4)
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In our formalism we find this constant scalar example to be given by the following data:
A0 =
Nκ(P − 1)
2g
G + Nκ
48g3
I ′4(G,G,G) (7.5)
A1 =
Q
2g
G + P − 3gN
2
48g3
I ′4(G,G,G) (7.6)
A2 =
Nκ
2
G (7.7)
A3 =
I ′4(G,G,G)
24I4(G)1/2 (7.8)
and the metric is given by
e2(V −U) = r2 +N2 (7.9)
e2V = 2
[
P 2 +Q2 + g2N4 − 2gN2P + 4gNκQr + 2(3gN2 − gP )r2 + gr4
]
. (7.10)
The phase of the spinor is given by
sinψ = eU−2V
(
gr3 + (−P + 3gN2)r +NκQ) . (7.11)
We have tried obtain generalizations of this solution using the ansatz (7.1)-(7.3) but have not
managed to decouple the set of algebraic equations. However this should not be seen as evidence
that such solutions do not exist. Such solutions would not necessarily correspond to black holes
since that requires the existence of a horizon. Since we expect BPS black holes to have extremal
horizons, these solutions are covered by our analysis in section 6. Nonetheless looking ahead to
possible extensions to Euclidean solutions, it is of some interest to have more general solutions
with single real roots of e2V .
8 Conclusions
We have solved quite generally the problem of AdS4-NUT black holes in FI-gauged supergravity.
There are various caveats we have spelt out in the text: our restriction to theories where Mv is a
symmetric very special Ka¨hler manifold and that we have explicit solutions only when the charges
obey the constraint (5.16) and thus the IR region is AdS2 × Σg. It may be possible to lift these
restrictions but probably the more interesting direction would be to study BPS black holes with
non-trivial rotation and acceleration parameters. Restricted classes of non-BPS solutions with
rotation parameter have already been found [32, 19] and it seems plausible that the methods used
in this work can be adapted to include both rotation and acceleration. Very recently a solution
with non-vanishing acceleration parameter and running scalars has been found [33].
It has been fleshed out in a nice series of works [34, 35, 6, 36] that when continued to Euclidean
signature, both the NUT and acceleration parameters correspond to the two squashing parameters
of the S3. It would be interesting to extend this interpretation to include more general bulk
charges and thus more general ways of preserving supersymmetry on the boundary theory. Another
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direction which promises to be interesting is the study of half-BPS AdS4-NUT black holes with
running scalars. With more supersymmetry it could be fruitful to study individual microstates of
such black holes. Central to the understanding of the boundary holographic interpretation of our
solutions is to perform the Euclidean continuation and to compute the holographic free energy.
We certainly hope to report on these interesting issues shortly.
The Janis-Newman algorithm is a solution-generating technique that was originally used for
obtaining rotating solutions from a static seed metric using a complex coordinate transformation
assorted with a specific modification of the metric functions [37, 38]. It was later extended by
Demianski to add a NUT charge and to solutions with non-vanishing cosmological constant [39].
The latter transformation was obtained by solving equations of motion and Demianski did not
give the rules for performing the transformation directly on the metric, implying that it was not
possible to apply it in other cases. Recently it was shown in [40, 41, 42, 43] how to modify the
prescription to accommodate the NUT charge and how to perform the transformation on gauge
fields and on (complex) scalar fields, and for topological horizons. As a consequence all the tools
exist for application to gauged supergravity, and it would be very interesting to study how the
black holes of the current paper can be obtained from the static black holes of [14]. A first step in
this direction has been taken by Klemm and Rabbiosi who proved that the NUT black hole from
[44] could be derived from the static black hole using this formalism [61].
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A Special Geometry Background
Here we summarize our conventions from special geometry
A.1 Generalities
We will use the conventions where the prepotential is given by
F = −dijkX
iXjXk
X0
, (A.1)
the metric is
gij = −3
2
dy,ij
dy
+
9
4
dy,idy,j
d2y
. (A.2)
where
XΛ =
(
1
zi
)
, zi = xi + iyi (A.3)
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and the covariant tensor is given by
d̂ijk =
gilgjmgkndijk
d2y
. (A.4)
When Mv is a symmetric very special Ka¨hler manifolds the tensor d̂ijk has constant entries and
satisfies
d̂ijkdjl(mdmp)k =
16
27
[
δildmnp + 3δ
i
(mdmp)l
]
. (A.5)
The sections are given by
V =
(
LΛ
MΛ
)
= eK/2
(
XΛ
FΛ
)
(A.6)
and satisfy9
〈V,V〉 = −i , 〈DiV, DV〉 = igi (A.7)
and any symplectic vector can be expanded in these sections. For example the charges are expanded
as
Q = iZV − iZV + iZ ıDıV − iZ iDiV (A.8)
where
Z = 〈Q,V〉 , Zi = 〈Q, DiV〉 . (A.9)
We also have a complex structure on the symplectic bundle over Mv:
ΩMV = −iV , ΩM(DiV) = iDiV (A.10)
where
Ω =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
, M =
(
1 −R
0 1
)(I 0
0 I−1
)(
1 0
−R 1
)
(A.11)
and N = R+ iI is the standard matrix which gives the kinetic and topological terms in the action
for the gauge fields.
A.2 The Quartic Invariant
Symmetric very special Ka¨hler manifolds were classified in [45, 46] (see also [47, 48, 49, 50, 51])
and there is one infinite family as well as several sporadic cases. For each of these manifolds one
can define the quartic invariant:
I4(Q) = 1
4!
tMNPQQMQNQPQQ
= −(p0q0 + piqi)2 − 4q0dijkpipjpk + 1
16
p0d̂ijkqiqjqk +
9
16
dijkd̂
ilmpjpkqlqm . (A.12)
9The symplectic inner product is 〈A,B〉 = BΛAΛ −BΛAΛ.
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Recall that the indices take values Λ = 0 , . . . , nv and i = 1 , . . . , nv. Then the indices {M,N, P,Q}
take both Λ indices up and own, for example
QM =
(
pΛ
qΛ
)
. (A.13)
Symmetric spaces are cosets G/H and I4(Q) is invariant under the global symmetries G of the
coset. In the work of de Wit and Van Proeyen one can find the explicit embedding of G into
the symplectic group Sp(2nv + 2,R) which then acts in a straightforward manner on I4(Q). The
first steps incorporating this quartic invariant into the lexicon of BPS black holes were taken in
[52, 53, 54] it is quite remarkable how integral it has become. Some more recent references which
utilize it are [55, 56, 57].
Using the four index tensor tMNPQ one can also define I4 evaluated on four distinct symplectic
vectors as well as its derivative I ′4 which is itself a symplectic vector. We essentially use the same
normalizations as in10 [13]:
I4(A,B,C,D) = t
MNPQAMBNCPDQ (A.14)
I ′4(A,B,C)M = ΩMN t
NPQRAPBQCR (A.15)
I4(A) =
1
4!
tMNPQAMANAPAQ (A.16)
I ′4(A)M =
1
3!
ΩMN t
NPQRAPAQAR (A.17)
We then have
24I4(A) = I4(A,A,A,A) , 6I
′
4(A) = I
′
4(A,A,A) . (A.18)
A useful identity which is valid when Mv is a symmetric space and which plays the key role in
deriving the form of the BPS equations given in section 3.3 is
I ′4(A, ImV, ImV) = 4Im
[〈A,V〉]ImV + 8Re[〈A,V〉]ReV − ΩMA . (A.19)
Using this identity and replacing A→ ImV we derive the useful expressions
ReV = − I
′
4(ImV)
2
√
I4(ImV)
, I4(ImV) = 1
16
. (A.20)
A.3 The STU Model
Our gauged supergravity theories are specified by a choice of scalar manifold Mv, V, and a sym-
plectic vector of gauging parameters G. The so-called STU-model is the model where the sections
are derived from the prepotential
F = −X
1X2X3
X0
(A.21)
10Note that ΩMN are the components of Ω
−1 = −Ω.
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or one of its symplectically dual frames. Taking the prepotential (A.21) and the vector of gauging
parameters
G =
(
gΛ
gΛ
)
, gΛ = −

0
g
g
g
 , gΛ =

g
0
0
0
 (A.22)
we can embed this into the de Wit-Nicolai N = 8 theory [58] using the results of [59]. Throughout
this article we will refer this particular STU model as the “STU-model”. Using a simple symplectic
transformation, this is equivalent to a frame where
F = −2i
√
X0X1X2X3 , gΛ = 0 , gΛ =

g
g
g
g
 (A.23)
which is the frame found in [59].
B The Derivation of the BPS Equations
B.1 Metric
We follow as much as possible the conventions of [60],in particular the signature is (+−−−). The
metric is
e0 = eU(dt+ 2Nf ′(θ)dφ) , e1 = e−Udr , e2 = eV−Udθ , e3 = eV−Uf(θ)dϕ (B.1)
with the different horizons labelled by
f(θ) =
{
sin θ S2 (κ = 1)
sinh θ H2 (κ = −1) (B.2)
We will derive here the equations for κ = ± and discuss the case of κ = 0 at the end of this section.
We note that f ′′(θ) = −κf(θ) and the spin connection is
ω001 = U
′eU , ω023 = Nκe
3U−2V
ω212 = (V
′ − U ′)eU , ω203 = Nκe3U−2V
ω313 = (V
′ − U ′)eU , ω323 = eU−V f
′
f
ω302 = −Nκe3U−2V .
B.2 Gauge Field
The gauge field strengths are
FΛµν =
1
2
(∂µA
Λ
ν − ∂νAΛµ) (B.3)
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We take
FΛ = q˜′Λdr ∧ (dt+ 2Nf ′dφ) + PΛfdθ ∧ dφ , (B.4)
the Bianchi identity sets
P ′Λ + 2κNq˜′Λ = 0 . (B.5)
A representative of the gauge potential is
AΛ = q˜Λdt− κPΛf ′dφ (B.6)
B.2.1 Maxwell’s Equation
The dual gauge field strength is
GΛ = RΛΣFΣ − IΛΣ ∗ FΣ (B.7)
So that
0 = dGΛ (B.8)
gives
0 =
[
PΛRΛΣ − IΛΣq˜′Λe2(V −U)
]′
+ 2Nκe2(U−V )
[(I +RI−1R)
ΛΣ
PΛ − (I−1R)ΛΣQΛ
]
(B.9)
So we define
QΛ = −IΛΣq˜′Σe2(V −U) + PΣRΛΣ (B.10)
then in combination with (B.5) we get the symplectic invariant Maxwell’s equations
Q̂′ = −2Nκe2(U−V )ΩMQ̂ (B.11)
where
Q̂ =
(
PΛ
QΛ
)
. (B.12)
The Maxwell fields are sourced by the NUT charge. The contraction of the charges with the section
is denoted
Ẑ = 〈Q̂,V〉 , Ẑi = 〈Q̂, DiV〉 (B.13)
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B.3 Gravitino Variation
The gravitino variation is
δψµ = DµǫA + iSABγµǫB + 2iIΛΣF−Λµν γνǫABǫB (B.14)
where the various quantities are defined as follows
DµǫA = D̂µǫA + i
2
(σ3) BA A
Λ
µgΛǫB (B.15)
D̂µǫA = DµǫA +
i
2
AµǫA (B.16)
SAB =
i
2
(σ3) CA ǫBCgΛL
Λ (B.17)
Aµ =
1
2i
(Ki∂µz
i −Kı∂µzı) (B.18)
The gravitino variations for our ansatz are
0 = γ0∂0ǫA +
U ′eU
2
γ1ǫA − i
2
Nκe3U−2V γ1ǫA +
i
2
e−U q˜ΛgΛ γ
0(σ3) BA ǫB + iSABǫ
B
+
i
2
e2(U−V )γ01ẐǫABǫB (B.19)
0 = γ1D̂1ǫA + iSABǫ
B +
i
2
e2(U−V )γ01ẐǫABǫB (B.20)
0 = γ2∂2ǫA +
1
2
(V ′ − U ′)eUγ1ǫA + i
2
Nκe3U−2V γ1ǫA + iSABǫ
B − i
2
e2(U−V )Ẑγ01ǫABǫB(B.21)
0 = γ3∂3ǫA +
1
2
eU−V
f ′
f
γ2ǫA +
1
2
(V ′ − U ′)eUγ1ǫA + i
2
Nκe3U−2V γ1ǫA
− i
2
eU−V
κf ′
f
(PΛ + 2q˜ΛNκ)gΛ γ
3(σ3) BA ǫB + iSABǫ
B − i
2
e2(U−V )Ẑγ01ǫABǫB (B.22)
B.4 Radial Dependence
Taking (B.19)-(B.20) we get
D1ǫA =
eU
2
(
U ′ − iNκe2(U−V ))ǫA + i
2
e−U q˜ΛgΛ γ
01(σ3) BA ǫB
⇒ ∂rǫA = − i
2
ArǫA +
1
2
(
U ′ − iNκe2(U−V ))ǫA + i
2
e−2U q˜ΛgΛ γ
01(σ3) BA ǫB
With the spinor ansatz
ǫA = e
(H+iψ)/2ǫ0A (B.23)
we get
H ′ = U ′ (B.24)
(ψ′ + Ar +Nκe
2(U−V ))ǫA = e
−2U q˜ΛgΛ γ
01(σ3) BA ǫB (B.25)
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B.5 Deriving the Projectors
Taking (B.19)-(B.21) gives one of the projectors
0 = iq˜ΛgΛ(σ
3) BA e
−Uγ0ǫB + (2U
′ − V ′ − 2iNκe2(U−V ))eUγ1ǫA + 2ie2(U−V )γ01Ẑ ǫABǫB(B.26)
and the remaining θ-dependent pieces in (B.22) should be separately set to zero which is the usual
statement of setting the gauge connection equal to the spin connection, giving the other projector
ǫA = −κ(PΛ + 2Nκq˜Λ)gΛ (σ3) BA γ01ǫB (B.27)
The integrability condition for this projector is:
1 =
(
(PΛ + 2Nκq˜Λ)gΛ
)2
(B.28)
which we solve with
(PΛ + 2Nκq˜Λ)gΛ = εpκ (B.29)
As a result we have the first projector (B.27) to be
ǫA = −εp(σ3) BA γ01ǫB (B.30)
with εp = ±1 is a sign choice which we will retain.
The remaining equation is from (B.22)
SABǫ
B = 1
2
γ01e2(U−V )ẐǫABǫB + i
2
(V ′ − U ′ + iNκe2(U−V ))eUγ1ǫA (B.31)
which gives
ǫA =
2ieU−2V Ẑ
(2U ′ − V ′ − 2iNκe2(U−V ) − iεpe−2U q˜ΛgΛ)ǫABγ
0ǫB . (B.32)
We want the consistency condition arising from this, which is
2eU−2V e−iθẐ =
√
|2U ′ − V ′ − 2iNκe2(U−V ) − iεpe−2U q˜ΛgΛ|2 (B.33)
where we take the positive sign in the square root. Then the projector is
ǫA =
ieiθ
√|2U ′ − V ′ − 2iNκe2(U−V ) − iεpe−2U q˜ΛgΛ|2
(2U ′ − V ′ − 2iNκe2(U−V ) − iεpe−2U q˜ΛgΛ) ǫABγ
0ǫB (B.34)
We define the phase
eiψ = e−iθ
2U ′ − V ′ − 2iNκe2(U−V ) − iεpe−2U q˜ΛgΛ√|2U ′ − V ′ − 2iNκe2(U−V ) − iεpe−2U q˜ΛgΛ|2 (B.35)
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so that the projector (B.34) is
ǫA = ie
iψǫABγ
0ǫB
ǫA = ie−iψǫABγ0ǫB
(B.36)
and (B.33) becomes
2eU−2V e−iψẐ = 2U ′ − V ′ − 2iNκe2(U−V ) − iεpe−2U q˜ΛgΛ (B.37)
We now examine (B.31), it gives the projector
SABǫ
B =
εp
2
[
− e2(U−V )Ẑ − (V ′ − U ′ + iNκe2U−2V )eUeiψ
]
(σ3)ABǫ
B (B.38)
which gives the bosonic constraint
iεpe
−iψL = −e2(U−V )e−iψẐ + eU(U ′ − V ′ − iNκe2U−2V ) (B.39)
In summary, the final equations coming from (B.37) and (B.39) are
eUU ′ = εpIm(e
−iψL) + e2(U−V )Re(Ẑe−iψ) (B.40)
eUV ′ = 2εpIm(e
−iψL) (B.41)
0 = Nκe3U−2V + εpRe(e
−iψL) + e2(U−V )Im(e−iψẐ) (B.42)
0 = 2Im(e−iψẐ) + 2NκeU + εpe2V−3U q˜ΛgΛ (B.43)
In addition we get the radial dependence from (B.25) to be
ψ′ = −Ar −Nκe2(U−V ) − εpe−2U q˜ΛgΛ (B.44)
and the Dirac quantization condition (B.29)
(PΛ + 2Nq˜Λ)gΛ = εpκ . (B.45)
B.6 Gaugino Variation
The gaugino variation is
0 = i∇µziγµǫA +
(
− gifΣ IΣΛF−Λµν γµνǫAB +W iAB
)
ǫB (B.46)
where
W iAB = i(σ3) BC ǫ
CAgΛg
if
Λ
 (B.47)
We use (B.36) to get
0 = −εp(e−iψeU z˙i − e2(U−V )Ẑ i)− igif¯Λ gΛ (B.48)
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and arrive at
e−iψeU z˙i = e2(U−V )Ẑ i − εpigif¯Λ P 3Λ (B.49)
We can simplify (B.49) a bit further by contracting with fΛi . In principle this could lose
equations since fΛi cannot be invertible:
e−iψeU z˙if∆i = −f∆i gif
Λ

[
− e2(U−V )(QΛ − (R+ iI)ΛΣPΣ)+ iεpgΛ] (B.50)
and after some algebra we get
∂r
(
eUReL∆) = 1
2
e2(U−V )
(
I∆ΛRΛΣPΣ − I∆ΛQΛ
)
∂r
(
e−U ImL∆) = P∆
2e2V
+ εp
2e2U
I∆ΣgΣ + 2(εpe−2U q˜ΛgΛ +NκeU−2V )ReL∆
(B.51)
where we have defined the section with a phase
LΛ = e−iψLΛ . (B.52)
It is also useful to have a derivation of the equation for the other component of the sections
MΛ = NΛΣLΣ (B.53)
and we get
e−iψeU z˙ihiΥ = −NΥ∆f∆i gif
Λ

[
− e2(U−V )(QΛ − (R+ iI)ΛΣPΣ)+ iεpgΛ]
LHS = eU∂rMΥ − ieU(εpe−2U q˜ΛgΛ +Nκe2(U−V ))MΥ (B.54)
RHS = (R− iI)Υ∆
[
− 1
2
e2(U−V )I∆Λ(QΛ − (R+ iI)ΛΣPΣ)+ iεp
2
I∆ΣgΣ
+L∆[− eUU ′ + iNκeU + iεpe2V−3U q˜ΛgΛ]]
This gives
∂r
(
eUReMΛ
)
= 1
2
e2(U−V )
[
(I +R−1I−1R)ΛΣPΣ − (RI−1) ΣΛ QΣ
]
∂r
(
e−U ImMΛ
)
=
[
8εpe
2(V −U)Re
(
e−iψL)+ 4NκeU]Re(e−iψMΛ)+QΛ + εpe2(V−U)(RI−1) ΣΛ gΣ
where again we have defined the sections rescaled by a phase:
MΛ = e−iψMΛ . (B.55)
B.7 Symplectic Covariant Equations
While we have worked in a formalism with only electric gaugings gΛ we can provide a symplectic
completion of the BPS variations as follows by introducing a symplectic vector of gaugings
G =
(
gΛ
gΛ
)
(B.56)
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We find that the following equations (recall that V is defined in (A.6)), when rotated to a symplectic
frame with only electric gaugings, are equivalent to the set comprised of (B.12),(B.29),(B.40)-
(B.45), (B.51) and (B.55):
2e2V ∂r
[
Im
(
e−iψe−UV)] = [8εpe2(V −U)Re(e−iψL)+ 4NκeU]Re(e−iψV)+ Q̂ − εpe2(V −U)ΩMG
(B.57)
2∂r
[
Re(eUe−iψV)] = e2(U−V )ΩMQ̂+ εpG (B.58)
∂r
(
eV
)
= 2εpe
V−U Im
(
e−iψL) (B.59)
ψ′ + Ar = −2εpe−URe(e−iψL)−Nκe2(U−V ) (B.60)
Q̂′ = −2Nκe2(U−V )ΩMQ̂ (B.61)
0 = Nκe3U−2V + εpRe(e
−iψL) + e2(U−V )Im(e−iψẐ) (B.62)
εpκ = 〈G, Q̂+ 4NκeURe(e−iψV)〉 . (B.63)
In fact we had two constraints (B.42) and (B.43) but one linear combination of them is implied by
(B.58) and (B.61) up to a symplectic vector of constants. This is fleshed out in section 3.2 where
we will examine (B.57)-(B.63) in more detail.
Since we have worked from the outset with κ = ±1 we now explain how to obtain the equations
for κ = 0. This requires some rather straightforward modifications of our analysis, the outcome
is that for κ = 0 one should send Nκ → N in (B.57), (B.60), (B.61), (B.62) and (B.63), then set
κ = 0 in (B.63).
C Identities for the Quartic Invariant
In the derivation of our solution, we have used various identities for the quartic invariant which
we tabulate here.
The formulas given in this appendix are a consequence of the Jordan algebra’s structure of
very special geometry, and the fact that the duality groups are of E7-type [62] (see also [63, 64]
and references therein). While some of them are proved in the above references, they have been
determined by matching both sides on Mathematica.
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C.1 Order 5
I ′4(I
′
4(A), A, A) = −8AI4(A)
I ′4(I
′
4(A), A, B) = 2 I
′
4(A)〈A,B〉 −
1
3
AI4(A,A,A,B)
I ′4(I
′
4(A,A,B), A, A) = −
4
3
AI4(A,A,A,B)− 8 I ′4(A)〈A,B〉 − 16BI4(A)
I ′4(I
′
4(A,A,B), A, B) = −
1
3
2BI4(A,A,A,B)− 2AI4(A,A,B,B)
+ 2 I ′4(A,A,B)〈A,B〉 − 2 I ′4(I ′4(A), B, B)
I ′4(I
′
4(A,B,B), A, A) = −
4
3
BI4(A,A,A,B)− 4 I ′4(A,A,B)〈A,B〉+ 2 I ′4(I ′4(A), B, B)
C.2 Order 6
〈I ′4(A,A,B), I ′4(A)〉 = −8 I4(A)〈A,B〉
〈I ′4(A,B,B), I ′4(A)〉 = −
2
3
I4(A,A,A,B)〈A,B〉
〈I ′4(A,B,B), I ′4(A,A,B)〉 = 12 〈I ′4(A), I ′4(B)〉 − 4 I4(A,A,B,B)〈A,B〉
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C.3 Order 7
I ′4(I
′
4(A), I
′
4(A), A) = 8 I4(A)I
′
4(A)
I ′4(I
′
4(A), I
′
4(A), B) = 4 I4(A)I
′
4(A,A,B)−
2
3
I ′4(A)I4(A,A,A,B)− 16AI4(A)〈A,B〉
I ′4(I
′
4(A), I
′
4(A,A,B), A) = 2 I
′
4(A)I4(A,A,A,B) + 16AI4(A)〈A,B〉
I ′4(I
′
4(A), I
′
4(A,B,B), A) = 2 I
′
4(A)I4(A,A,B,B) +
4
3
AI4(A,A,A,B)〈A,B〉
I ′4(I
′
4(A), I
′
4(A,A,B), B) = 8 I4(A)I
′
4(A,B,B)− 2 I ′4(A)I4(A,A,B,B)
+
1
3
I4(A,A,A,B)I
′
4(A,A,B)− 16BI4(A)〈A,B〉
− 8
3
AI4(A,A,A,B)〈A,B〉
I ′4(I
′
4(A,A,B), I
′
4(A,A,B), A) = −16 I4(A)I ′4(A,B,B) + 8 I ′4(A)I4(A,A,B,B)
+
4
3
I4(A,A,A,B)I
′
4(A,A,B) + 64BI4(A)〈A,B〉
+
16
3
AI4(A,A,A,B)〈A,B〉
I ′4(I
′
4(A), I
′
4(B), A) =
1
3
I ′4(A)I4(A,B,B,B) + 2A〈I ′4(A), I ′4(B)〉
I ′4(I
′
4(A), I
′
4(A,B,B), B) = −
2
3
I ′4(A)I4(A,B,B,B) +
1
3
I4(A,A,A,B)I
′
4(A,B,B)
− 4
3
BI4(A,A,A,B)〈A,B〉 − 8A〈I ′4(A), I ′4(B)〉+ 16 I4(A)I ′4(B)
I ′4(I
′
4(A,A,B), I
′
4(A,A,B), B) = −
16
3
I ′4(A)I4(A,B,B,B) +
8
3
I4(A,A,A,B)I
′
4(A,B,B)
− 16AI4(A,A,B,B)〈A,B〉 − 16
3
BI4(A,A,A,B)〈A,B〉
+ 32A〈I ′4(A), I ′4(B)〉+ 32 I4(A)I ′4(B)
I ′4(I
′
4(A,A,B), I
′
4(A,B,B), A) =
16
3
I ′4(A)I4(A,B,B,B) + 2 I4(A,A,B,B)I
′
4(A,A,B)
− 2
3
I4(A,A,A,B)I
′
4(A,B,B) +
16
3
BI4(A,A,A,B)〈A,B〉
+ 8AI4(A,A,B,B)〈A,B〉 − 8A〈I ′4(A), I ′4(B)〉 − 32 I4(A)I ′4(B)
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